
thereof that infringe the asserted claims outside the USA in India and other countries, and ship

such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the

Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

97. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Avis is a corporation, with its

principal place of business at 6 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, NJ 07054, USA. Avis transacts business

in the United States and worldwide. Avis and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP,

Microsoft and others perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile

platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in

India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser -—the Intemet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof into the United States. V 

98. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Hertz is a corporation, with

its principal place of business at 8501 Williams Road,‘Estero, Florida 33928, USA. Hertz transacts

business in the United States and worldwide. Hertz and its service providers and vendors such as

IBM, SAP, Microsofi and others perform manufacturing,‘packaging and assembly of IoT devices,

mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser ——the Internet of Things

(IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the

USA in India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web

applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services

and components thereof into the United States. '

99. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Ace is a corporation, with its

principal place of business at 4529 West 96th Street, Indianapolis,,IN 46268, USA. Ace transacts
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business in the United States and worldwide_ Ace and its service providers and vendors such as

IBM, SAP, Microsoft and others perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices,

mobile platforms and Web applications, such as Rental Genius, displayed on a Web browser —

the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the

asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile

platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

100. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Enterprise Car Rental is_a

corporation, with its principal place of business at 600 Corporate Park Drive, Clayton/St. Louis,

Missouri 63105, USA. Enterprise Car Rental transacts business in the United States and

worldwide. Enterprise Car Rental and its service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP,

Microsoft and others perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile

platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in

India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile platfonns and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —-and Cloud services and components

thereof into the United States. » .

101. Upon infonnation and belief, Proposed Respondent Presidio Bank is a corporation,

with its principal place of business at One Montgomery Tower, San Francisco, CA 94111, USA.

Presidio transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Presidio and its service providers

and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsoft, Fiserv and others perfonn manufacturing, packaging

and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platfonns and Web.applications displayed on a Web browser

— the Intemet of Things (IoT) -—and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the
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asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile

platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States. _ .

102. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Fremont Bank - is a

corporation, with its principal place of business at 39150 Fremont Blvd, Fremont, CA 94538, USA.

Fremont Bank transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Fremont Bank and its service

providers and vendors such as Fiserv perform manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT

devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser -- the Intemet of

Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the asserted claims,

outside the USA in India and other countries, and ship such IoT devices, mobile platforms and

Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud

services and components thereof into the United States. . - '

103. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Heritage Bank is a

corporation, with its principal place of business at 150 S Almaden Blvd, San Jose, CA 95113,

USA. Heritage Bank transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Heritage Bank and its

service providers and vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsoft, Fiserv and others perfonn

manufacturing, packaging and assembly of IoT devices, mobile platfonns and Web applications

displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components

thereof that infringe the asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other countries, andpship

such IoT devices, mobile platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the

Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

104. Upon information and belief, Proposed Respondent Bridge Bank is a corporation,

with its principal place of business at 55 S Almaden Blvd, San Jose, CA 951 13,USA. Bridge Bank
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transacts business in the United States and worldwide. Bridge Bank and its service providers and

vendors such as IBM, SAP, Microsoft, Fiserv and others perform manufacturing, packaging and

assembly of IoT devices, mobile platfonns and Web applications displayed on a Web browser 

the Internet of Things (IoT) — and Cloud services and components thereof that infringe the

asserted claims, outside the USA in India and other countries, and ship‘such IoT devices, mobile

platforms and Web applications displayed on a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and Cloud services and components thereof into the United States.

IV. THE TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS AT ISSUE

A105. The products at issue are IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web

browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) ——and components thereof and mobile and other platforms

that use the technology of the Asserted Patent. The products at issue also include parts and

‘componentsof Web_applicationsdisplayedon a Web browser — the Internet of Things (IoT) —

and components thereof, including, without limitation, for example, object router, switching

component, Web applications displayed on a Web browser, IoT, that are used in the technology of

the Asserted Patent as described below. The various categories of products at issue described above

constitute the Accused Products. Pursuant to Commission ‘Rule2l0.l2(a)(l2), the Accused Devices

include, without limitation, certain IoT devices, mobile electronic devices that infringe one or more

claims of the Asserted Patent, for example, devices sold under the tradename Apple iPhone 7,

iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, that infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patent.

106. The technology at issue generally relates to IoT devices, Web applications

displayed on a'Web browser -— the Internet of Things (IoT) — and components thereof. In

particular, the technology relates to devices, apparatuses, systems and methodsfor performing
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real-time Web transactions from Web applications displayed on a Web browser, IoT devices in a

manner that was non-existent in the prior art. 5

V. ASSERTED PATENT

A. U.S. Patent No. 7,930, 340 - V

1. Identification and Ownership of the ‘340Patent '

107. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam is the inventor and owns by assignment the right, title,

and interest in United States Patent No. 7,930,340, entitled “Network transaction portal to

control multi-service provider transactions,” which issued on 4/19/2011 and named Dr.

Lakshmi Arunachalam inventor. The ’340 patent issued from U.S. Patent Application Serial No.

09/863,704, filed on 5/23/2001, which is a continuation in part of application Ser. No. 09/792,323
/

filed 2/23/ 2001, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,340,506, entitled “Value-added network switching and object

routing,” which was a divisional patent application of application Ser. No. 09/296,207, filed

4/21/1999, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,212,556, entitled “Configurable Value-Added Network (VAN)

Switching,” which was a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 08/879,958 filed 6/20/1997,

now U.S. Pat. No. 5,987,500, entitled “Value-Aclded Network System For Enabling Real-Time,

Bi-Directional Transactions On A Network,” which was a divisional of application Ser. No.

08/700,726 filed 8/5/1996, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,778,178, entitled “Method And Apparatus For

Enabling Real-Time Bi-Directional Transactions On A Network,” which was related to and

claimed priority from U.S. Provisional patent application N0. 60/006,634 filed 11/13/1995. U.S.

Patent application S/N 08/700,726 corresponds to PCT application No. PCT/US96/ 18165, filed on

11/13/1996. i ' _

108. A certified copy of the ‘340 patent is attached as Exhibit 1. A certified copy of the

assignment records for the ‘340 patent is attached as Exhibit 2. A certified copy of the prosecution
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history of the ’34Opatent is included as Appendix A. Copies of each patent and applicable pages

of each technical reference mentioned in the prosecution history of the ’340 patent are included as

Appendix B. Attached as Exhibit 3 and Appendix C is a Declaration by Dr. Arunachalam that the

attached copy of U.S. Patent No. 7,930,340, its assignment records, its prosecution history, and

patent and applicable pages of each technical reference mentioned in the prosecution history, are

true and correct copies of the same and that Dr. Arunachalam has requested certified copies from

the USPTO and will submit them to-the Commission as soon as possible. V

2. Foreign Counterparts to the ’340Patent

109. In accordance with Commission Rule 2l0.l2(a)9(v), Dr. Arunachalam identifies

below each foreign counterpart patent and each foreign counterpart application corresponding to

the Asserted Patent, with an indication of the status of each application. Other than the items listed

below, there are no foreign patents or patent applications corresponding to the Asserted Patent that

have been issued, abandoned, or denied or that remain pending:

TitleJurisdiction Serial No. Filing Date Disposition

11/13/1996 WTPO
Publication No.:

Configurable _ WO/1997/18515;
Value-added ‘ Publication Date:
Network 5/22/1997;
Switching and PCT 
Object Routing International

Search Report
Mailed to IB
WIPO
Publication No.:

A Method and
Apparatus for

WIPO PCT/US96/18165

A Method and 4/5/2000
Apparatus for

WIPO PCT/USOO/09048

Configurable
Value-added
Network
Switching and
Object Routing

WO 2000/637
Publication Dat

10/26/2000;
PCT 
International
Search Report
Mailed to IB

81‘
6
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3. Non-Technical Description of the ‘340Patent

llO. The following non-technical description of the ‘340 patented technology is not

intended in any way to limit the scope of the claims of the patents. The ‘340 patent generally

describes an IoT device, apparatus, system and components thereof, IoT, The Internet of Things

— Web Applications displayed on a Web browser, and method for perfonning real-time Web

transactions from Web applications displayed on a Web browser, that are reflected in the IBM’s,

SAP’s, Apple’s and all other Proposed Respondents’ accused systems, with a priority date of

1995. The invention relates generally to performing transactions on a network. The present

invention provides a system and method for providing controlled service transactions involving

multiple service providers on a service network — The Internet of Things (IoT) on the Web. A

client access device links to the service network via network entry point and performs the multi

service provider transaction under the control of a network transactional application at a hub that

holds the transaction captive and includes a router to route to remote distributed service and

application software objects or components at nodes of the service providers. The software objects

include methods that may be remotely executed under the control of the transactional application

at the hub. The node uses an intelligent state management engine such as a Distributed Online

Service Information Base (DOLSIB) to store and access transaction management infonnation. The

node may use the intelligent state management engine or DOLSIB to create the automatic

associations between the clients screen elements and the service objects routed to the service

control nodes. Each node may have a separate DOLSIB. An object router may include a library to

provide support for the application programming interfaces (APIs) to remotely access an object,

its data and functions in an object network. The layers of an object router include a transport layer,
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a line protocol layer, a marshalling/serialization layer, a connection management layer, an

exception handling/thread rendezvous layer, a class abstraction stub and skeleton layer, and a

distributed object model layer. Software for the hubs and nodes.1nay be provided as shrink

wrapped software packages. The context owners and service providers may then obtain these

software packages, input business and management objects into the DQLSIB, and create or join

service networks. A Finite State Machine, FSM has a finite set of states. An extended FSM does

not have this limitation and may be used to provide a dynamic DOLSIB. Here the states are not

finite, per se; there exists a number of finite state “blocks” on the diagram, but there are also global

variables that may store values that take on an infinite number of possibilities. This adds another

dimension to the FSM and makes the whole system have an infinite number of “states.” A “system”

or “computer system”, such as certain client access devices and a system to control a transaction

involving multiple service providers, may be an apparatus including hardware and/or software for

processing data. The system may include, but is not limited to, a computer (e.g., portable, laptop,

desktop, server, mainframe, etc.), hard copy equipment (e.g., optical disk burner, printer, plotter,

fax machine, etc.), and the like. The network entry point may be provided by the web, a web

page, a hyperlink, an application, acall center, a cell site, a TV Head-End Station, or others. For

example, for a web-based access device, the network entry point may be provided by a web page

(e.g., a web page hyperlink), an application rumnng on the client access device (e.g., a Java Applet

running in a web browser), while for a cellular access device, the network entry point may be

provided by a phone number to a call center. “The present invention includes various operations,

as described above. The operations of the present invention may be performed by hardware

components_or may be embodied in machine-executable instructions, which may be used to cause

a general-purpose or special-purpose processor or logic circuits programmed with the instructions
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to perform the operations. The present invention may be provided as a computer-program product

that may include a machine-readable medium having stored thereon instructions that may be used

to program a computer (or other electronic devices) to perform a process according to the present

invention. The machine-readable medium may include, but is not limited to, floppy diskettes,

optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magneto-optical disks, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs,

magnet or optical cards, flash memory, or other type of media or machine-readable medium

suitable for storing electronic instructions. Moreover, the present invention may also be

downloaded as a computer program product, wherein the program may be transferred from a

remote computer to a requesting computer by way of data signals embodied in a carrier wave or

other propagation medium via a communication link (e.g., a modem or network connection).

Alternative] the o erations ma be erformed b a combination of hardware and software.” “AsY, P Y P Y

discussed herein a “s stem” or “com uter s stem” such as certain client access devices and a, Y P Y >

system to control a transaction involving multiple service providers, may be an apparatus including

hardware and/or software for processing data..” 

111. “The object router ‘typically includes functionality "todetennine an object identity

for a networked object in order to communicate with the object. The identity may be determined

from a library that stores identities for many such networked objects. In one case, the object

identity may be deterrninediby using a WxObject in a wx.lib library._Insuch a case each new class

“XYZ” may add a XYZ_Class1D, XYZStub_ClassID and XYZSkel_ClassID to the Wx/ClassID.h

file. Based on the object identity, the object router may transparently determine whether the object

is local (e.g., a skeleton on a server) or remote (e.g., a stub on a client or an object on another

server). The object router may also determine the argument parameters and object serialization.”
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112. “The object router typically uses some protocol to communicate with remote

computer systems and software. Communicating may include transferring objects. parameters, and

@. Ofien a network line protocol/TCP will be used. The WxRemotePDU shown in FIG.

22 includes a plurality of parameters and methods to provide a protocol data unit (PDU) that

conforms to the protocol. The objects, parameters and data may be serialized onto a network stream

that is sent to the remote computer system. The persistence nature of RWCOLLE.CTABLE shown

in FIG. 21 may provide the data serializationto transmit the data. Often, at least a portion of the

code to perform these functions will be generated by a meta compiler based on base classes.”

ll3. “An object router may be used to controllably route to networked entities such as

computer systems, applications, objects, and data. The object router may allow for the transparent

completion of service transactions involving distributed applications and software components

without the programmer needing to know whether networked entities are local or remote. The

router may be able to automatically determine this, such as based on looking up a network address

of a relevant entity and using correct operations compatible with the type of entity. An object router

may include a library to provide support for the application programming interfaces (APIs) to

remotely access an object, its data, and its functions in an object network. This interface may

provide a skeleton class to contain the functionality of the object and corresponding or counterpart

stub class to allow remote access of the object. A stub and a skeleton may be functionally coupled

together. For example, a stub may be installed on a client computer system and a corresponding

skeleton installed on a server computer system and in combination they interoperate to allow a

remote procedure or method call. In one case the stub may declare itself and its parameters.

Arguments to the function may be specified in a meta file and a type of the argument may be
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specified by value or by reference. The object routerimay allow for new data types to be

constructed, .. .’_’

ll4. A key defining aspect of the POSvc application is that it has a transactional data

structure, which the ‘340 patent calls the “object.” This is depicted in Figure 5D of the parent

patent, U.S. Patent No. 5, 778,178 (“the ‘l78 patent”), which, together with the accompanying

text, demonstrates that the POSvc application incorporates the transactional data structure or

object:
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115., The originalprosecution history of the parent U.S. Patent No. 5,778,178 (“the ‘l78

patent”) shows full support that the POSvc application is a transactional Web application

displayed on a Web page and displaying an object data structure with information entries and

attributes in the POSvc application on a Web page._Therecord shows that the object is displayed

in the POSvc application on a Web page, and in the example in Fig. 5D, the checking account

object in Bank POSvc application 510 is displayedon the Web page and is the individual

networked object with information entries and attributes, NAME and PASSWORD. Excerpts fiom

the parent ‘I78 Prosecution history show that the checking accountdisplayed in Bank POSvc
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application 510 on the Web page in Fig. 5D is an object with information entries and attributes, as

reproduced here below:

In this

“. . .Specifically, Davison does not teach or suggest a method or apparatus for
enabling object routing on a World Wide Web. Davison does not teach or suggest
a method or apparatus for enabling object routing on a World Wide Web. Davison
does not teach or suggest. . .an object identity with information entries and attributes
wherein the object identity represents a networked object. .. The Examiner contends
that Davison teaches the above elements in "an HTML Web page with URL links
to application programs." the object identities according to the presently claimed
invention are distinctly different from an HTML Qge with URL links...the object
identitv represents a networked object. . .access the object from the virtual
information store. This type of an "object" is significantly different from an HTML
page that is accessed via a URL. Although an HTML page may be utilized by a
user to specify the time of transaction desired (e.g. a POSvc application is
essentially viewed by the user as a Web page, as described in the specification),
the HTML page described in Davison is simply an entry form and does not provide
any type of object routing capability. ..Davison describes how to create a standard
HTML Web page that contains HTML forms. These forms are non-interactive Web
pages that do not allow a user to perform live, real-time, bi-directional transactions,
with object routing, as claimed.

In contrast, according to the presently claimed invention, as described in the
specification on Page 15. for example. if a Web merchant decides to offer a POSvc
application that allows access to checking and savings accounts, the object
identities according to the claimed invention refer to the individual checking
and savings accounts, not to the POSvc application Web page. Each account is
an individual network addressed obiect that is accessible on the Intemet. Thus
as claimed in Claim 12,for example, each account is an object identitv associated
with information entries and attributes, and the object identiggrepresents a
networked object. The obiect identitv__(theaccount) is associated with a unique
network address, and the unique network address is utilized to identify and E
the object identity on the World Wide Web. This type of an obiect routing system
is not taught or suggested by Davison.” (emphasis added)

regard, see column 7 of the ‘I78 patent:

“Each Web merchant may choose the types of services that it would like to offer its
clients. In this example, if Bank decided to include in their POSvc application
access to checking and savings accounts, user 100 will be able to perform real-time
transactions against his checking and savings accounts. Thus, if user 100 moves
$500 from his checking account into his savings account, the transaction will be
performed in real-time, in the same manner the transaction would have been
performed by a live teller at the bank or an ATM machine. Therefore, unlike his
prior access to his account. user 100 now has the capability to do more than browse
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his bank account. The abilitv to perform these tvpes of robust, real-time transactions
from a Web client is a significant aspect of the present invention.” (emphasis
added). ‘ ' ' ' _

In this example, the checking account is an object data structure with information entries and

attributes in the Bank POSvc application 510 displayed on a Web page. The information entries

and attributes are user 100 for USER NAME; checking account number, savings account number

for ACCOUNT NUMBERS; $500 as AMOUNT OF TRANSFER. This is described in the ‘178

prosecution history cited above. ' ' _,

116. The fact that the POSvc Application included the transactional data structure was

repeatedly argued by the inventor in the Patent office, to distinguish the prior art. Excerpts from

the Prosecution history of U.S. Patent No. 8,037,158, (“the ‘158 patent”) deriving priority from

Inventor’svProvisional Application S/N 60/006,634 is provided below:

“In the prosecution of the ‘158 patent, the inventor argmedthat “the prior art did not
disclose “an object that is a transactional data structure specific to a transactional
web application... asserted a new reference, DeBettencourt. (Id. at 98-99). The

1 inventor responded that the new reference was also deficient, because “An
‘application,’ in DeBettencourt, is readily distinguished from a transactional Web
application with an ‘object’ or transactional data structure that connects to a
transactional Point-of-Service application...” (Id. at 117, 1'28). ' .
See, for example the arguments upon which the PTO issued the claims of the related
8,037,158 patent (“‘158,”).
Montulli lacks a point-of-service application on a Web page or a transactional Web
application, offered as an online service atop the Web, with an “object” or
transactional data structure, that connects to a transactional application across a
service network atop the World Wide Web, as these terms would be understood by
one skilled in the art after reading the subject application and as claimed in the
subject Application. ***
As described above, the subject application is directed to a point-of-service
application on a Web page, a transactional Web application, offered as an online
service atop the Web, with an “object” and/or a transactional data structure, that 1
connects to the services of a Web merchant or VAN service provider or to a .
transactional application corresponding to the POSvc application displayed on a
Web page across a service network atop the World Wide Web. '
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ll7. In this context, a service network in the ‘340 patent is a value-added network

service or an OSI application layer network, the Intemet of Things (IoT whose key component is

one or more Web applications displayed on a Web browser) (running on top of an IP-based

Internet, Web or e-mail networks that provide network communications such as layers 1-4 of the

OSI architecture,) that includes a Web application displayed on a Web browser, through which

services are provided over the Web using the Web application or POSvc application.

118. In the ‘340 patent, object router is the OSI Application Layer router, that routes

individual networked objects—the information entries and attributes in a>DOLSIB, a virtual

information store optimized for networking—from a POSvc Web application displayed on a Web

page in OSI application layer routing of individual object data structures of an object_—valuesof

the characteristics of an object and characteristics——specificto entries in the Web application,

which is an application distinct from a Web browser and displayed on or in the Web browser

utilizing an object data stmcture having attributes and information entries with which a Web user

interacts to make real-time Web transactional requests and perform non-deferred transactions on

the Web. ~ “

119. An Exchange, in the ‘340 patent, consists of a Web page, POSvc applications

displayed on the )Web page, ai switching component/switching service and object routing

component/object router. The ‘340 patent, Fig. 10 illustrates exchange. Referring to Fig. l0 and

the ‘340 patents specification, it is evident that “[e]xchange comprises Web page and point

of-service (POSvc) applications ....” Said exchange also includes “a switching component and an

object routing component.” “Exchange 501 and a management agent component . . . together

perform the switching, object routing, application and service management functions”. The

exchange manages the connection between the IoT device and Web user who is transacting from
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a Point-of-Service -application displayed on a Web browser and a Web merchant offering value

added network services.

120. A Web application in the ‘340 patent is an application distinct from a Web browser

and displayed on or in the Web browser utilizing an object data structure having attributes and

information entries with which a Web user makes real-time Web transactional requests.

121. This technology provides a number of advantages, for example, the simplification

of the connection between a Web application and a Web merchant’s services utilizing an Exchange

that manages the connection between Web user who is transacting from a Web applicationfPoint-.

of-Service application displayed on a Web page and a Web merchant offering value-added network

services to perform non-deferred Web transactions. This was unavailable in the prior art in 1995,

when what existed was CGI and applications local to a Back Office of an enterprise, which were

islands of information, not connecting to the Web. - i ‘ , '

B. Licensees of the Asserted Patent .

122. All licensees of the Asserted Patent are identified in Confidential-Exhibit 3C.

VI. ' PROPOSED RESPONDENTS’ INFRINGEMENT OFVTHEASSERTED PATENT

123. As discussed below, Apple’s and other Proposed Respondents’ Accused Devices

are certain IoT devices and components thereof, IoT, The Internet of Things — Web Applications

displayed on a Web browser for example, mobile electronic devices, including mobile phones

and tablet computers, which infringe the Asserted Patent, or are manufactured by processes that

infringe the Asserted Patent, and are manufactured abroad by or for Apple and/or any of the

Proposed Respondents, sold for importation into the United States, and imported into the United

States by or for Apple and/or any of the Proposed Respondents, and/or sold within the United

States after importation by or for Apple and/or any of the Proposed Respondents. The Accused
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Devices include, but are not limited to, IOTdevices, for example, mobile electronic devices sold

under the tradename Apple iPhone. Apple and Proposed Respondents are not licensed to the

Asserted Patent. . _ - i

A. Infringement of the ‘340Patent

124. - Apple and each of the Proposed Respondents infiinge, literally and/or under the

doctrine of equivalents, at least claims 1-40 of the ’340 patent. Apple and each of the Proposed

Respondents infringe at least these claims by importing, selling for importation, and/or selling

after importation into the United States the Accused Devices. The Accused Devices satisfy all

claim limitations of claims l-40 at the time of importation into the United States.

125. On information and belief, Apple and each of the Proposed Respondents also

knowingly induce and/or contribute to the infringement of at least claims 1and 10-l5 of the ’340

patent by others. On information and belief, Apple and/or each of the Proposed Respondents has

had knowledge of the ’340 patent, and their infringement of the ’34O patent, since at least April

1995 and subsequently in 2001 and 2003, when IBM signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement with

Dr. Arunachalam and her companies, and at least 1996 when Microsofi’s CTO GordonBell signed

a Non-Disclosure'Agreement with Dr. Arunachalam and her company, and at least in 2003 when

SAP negotiated to buy Dr. Arunachalam’s patents, and at least April l0, 2003, which is the

publication date of the Asserted Patent, and at least March 6, 2008, when Dr. Arunachalam’s

patents were asserted in the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware, and Microsoft sued

Dr. Arunachalam’s company in Northern District of California and in the District of Delaware,

and SAP and Microsoft have continually filed numerous petitions for AIA reviews and pre-AIA

re-exams of Dr. Arunachalam’s patents. On information and belief, Apple and each of the

Proposed Respondents test outside the USA in China, Korea, India, Gennany and other countries,
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import, sell for importation, and/or sell after importation into the United States the Accused

Devices,.demonstrate, or otherwise operate after importation the Accused Devices in the United

States, thereby performing the claimed apparatuses and methods and directly infringing any

asserted claims of the ’340 patent requiring such operation. Similarly, Apple’s and each of the

Proposed Respondents’ customers and the end users of the Accused Devices test (outside the USA

in China, Korea, India, Germany and other countries, import, sell for importation, and/or sell after

importation into the United States the Accused Devices), and/or operate the Accused Devices in

the United States in accordance with Apple’s and/or each of the Proposed Respondents’

instructions contained in, for example, their respective user manuals, thereby also using the

claimed apparatuses and performing the claimed methods and directly infringing the asserted

claims of the Asserted Patent requiring such operation. ~

V l26. Apple and each of the Proposed Respondents also contribute to infringement of the

’340 patent by selling for importation into the United States, importing into the United States,

and/or selling within the United States after importation the Accused Devices and the non-staple

constituent parts of those devices, which are not suitable for substantial non-infringing use and

which embody a material part of the inventions described in the ’340 patent. These IoT devices

and Web applications displayed on a Web browser are known by_Apple and each Proposed

Respondent to be especially made or especially adapted for use in the infringement of the ’340

patent. Apple,and each Proposed Respondent also contribute to the infringement of the ’340 patent

by selling for importation into the United States, importing into the United States, and/or selling

within the United States afier importation components, such as the chipsets or software containing

the infringing functionality, of the Accused Devices, which are not suitable for substantial non

infringing use and which embody a material part of the invention described“in the ’340 patent.
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These IoT devices are known by Apple and each Proposed Respondent to be especially made or

especially adapted for use in the infringement of the ’34O patent. Specifically, on infonnation and

belief, Apple and each Proposed Respondent sell the Accused Devices to resellers, retailers, and

end users with knowledge that the IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser

are used for infringement. End users of those IoT devices, for example, mobile electronic devices

directly infringe the ‘340 patent.

127. Attached as Confidential Exhibit 4C are representative claim charts for the Accused

Devices showing infringement of the ’34Opatent by exemplary Accused Devices.

128. Having a priority date of l995, the ‘340 patent discloses the fundamental

technology underlying IoT devices and Web applications displayed on a Web browser. The

examples of the pioneering technology in the patent were directed to Web banking, payroll

processing and financial and other services on the Web which are the same as in IBM’s, SAP’s

and other Proposed Respondents’ accused systems. The ‘patent pioneered interactive Web

applications, IoT, and IoT Devices. The priority application, Provisional Patent Application with

S/N, 60/006,634, was the first to disclose a Web application displayed on a Web browser/Web

page and providing a value-added network service over the Web for connecting a Web client

displayed on Web browser to a provider’s (e.g. Web merchant) services, as opposed to the then

state-of-the-a11’s reliance on CGI scripting and hyperlinks. Thus, the patent discloses the

fundamental technology underlying IoT devices, IoT and Web applications displayed on a Web

page/Web browser such as, for example, Web banking, social networking and other Web

applications. ~

129. The ‘340 patent includes 40 claims. Claims 1, 10, 16. 22 and 31 are the only

independent claims. "
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130. The ‘340 patent is presumed to be, and is valid and enforceable and is currently in

full force and effect, and additionally by U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall’s ‘First

Impression "Constitutional Res Judicata ruling in Fletcher v. Peck. 10 U.S. 87 (1810), prohibiting

the rescinding of Government Grants,_patent contract grants. once issued. even bv the most

absolute power. Claims 1-40 are valid and enforceable and currently in full force and effect, as

per U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in Fletcher. IBM, SAP and the Proposed Respondents are not

licensed under the ‘340 patent, nor are any of their customers, including the United States, which

is the largest customer of Proposed Respondents IBM, Microsoft, SAP, Apple and other Proposed

Respondents. .

' 131. Upon infonnation and belief, IBM has infringed and is continuing to infringe and

contributorily infringes and/or induces others to infringe, one or more claims of the ‘340 patent by

engaging in acts constituting infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 271, included but not limited to .

practicing one or more claims of the allowed claims, inducing others to practice one or more of

the said claims, and/or contributing to another’s practice of one or more of the said claims in the

United States, by means of at least IBM’s WebSphere, IBM’s IoT, IBM’s Cloud services, and

other Web application/Web application development platform and tools, products and services.

IBM manufactures, tests, assembles, packages outside the USA and sells for importation into the

United States, imports into the United States, and/or sells within the United States after importation

the Accused Devices and the non-staple constituent parts of those devices, which are not suitable

for substantial non-infringing use and which embody a material part of the inventions described in

the ’340 patent.

132. The very fabric of IBM runs on Complainant’s patented inventions.
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133. Upon information and belief, SAP has infringed and is continuing to infiinge and

contributorily infringes and/or induces others to infringe, one or more claims of the ‘340 patent by

engaging in acts constituting infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 271",included but not limited to

practicing one or more claims of the allowed claims, inducing others to practice one or more of

the said claims, and/or contributing to another’s practice of one or more of the said claims in the

United States, by means of at least SAP’s SAP HANA, Business Suite, SAP’s loT, Web

applications and other web application/web application development platform and tools, products

and services. SAP manufactures, tests, assembles, packages outside the USA and sells for

importation into the United States, imports into the United States, and/or sells within the United

States after importation the Accused Devices and the non-staple constituent parts of those devices,

which are not suitable for substantial non-infringing use andiwhich embody a material part of the

inventions described in the ’34Opatent. '

134. The very fabric of SAP runs on Complainant’s patented inventions.

135. IBM provides web application development platform, tools, web applications,

products and services, value-added network services, for example, online financial services via

electronic means accessible through several web sites, which include, but are not limited to the

following websites: http://www.ibm.com. Each of IBM’s products and services‘ enable Web

applications, for example, Web banking applications and other Web financial transactional

features, which are exemplified, in part, by screenshots of their opening screen which displays the

various value-added network services over the Web of the inventions of the Asserted Patent, such

as paying bills, transfer funds between accounts, and many, many more. IBM manufactures, tests,

assembles, packages outside the USA and sells for importation into the United States, imports into

the United States, and/or sells Withinthe United States after importation the Accused Devices and
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the non-staple constituent parts of those devices, which are not suitable for substantial non

infringing use and which embody a material part of the inventions described in the ’340 patent.

136. As reflected in the screenshots, each of IBM’s and its customers’ on-line (for

example, financial system) provides a plurality of value added network services over the Web,

applications displayed on a Web browser, for rendering value-added network services, for

example, financial services, practicing the claimed inventions. For example, a user of IBM’s

system may choose to transfer assets between checking and savings accounts, or transfer assets to

third-parties by using the application displayed on a Web browser/Web page.

137. IBM makes, uses and sells, inter alia, at least WebSphere and its associated

programs, and Web application products and services, and mobile and other hardware platforms

integrated with Web application products and services and IoT, which comprise the claimed

inventions and operates without authority one or more apparatus, reflected in at least the websites

cited above, wherein the first computer system offering the value-added network service

comprising access to employee payroll infomiation over the Web. .

138. IBM, SAP and other Proposed Respondents make and use value-added network

services, which are practiced using the claimed inventions. Hereafter, the word "Service" refers to

applications offered as value-added network services provided by online service portals, including

at least those listed above. These sites and.Services can be accessed fiom stationary personal

computers or from mobile devices such as laptop computers, smartphones and tablets, assembled

and pre-packaged outside the USA with Web applications. Upon accessing these sites, whose Web

servers run inside/outside the USA, IBM’s, SAP’s and other Proposed Respondents’ clients or

customers and their customers can, for example, view and service accounts; make transfers; pay

and manage bills online using Bill Pay ("Bill Pay") which allows users to schedule bill payments
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through the Service; initiate and monitor Wire Transfer service; and make and manage investments

through, for example,,the brokerage services, including trading securities. Through IBM’s, SAP’s

and other Proposed Respondents’ customers’ Mobile Banking websites and mobile apps, the

customers or clients of IBM’s customers can access their accounts, transfer funds, pay bills, place

and track brokerage trades, and locate ASTMSvia mobile devices.

l39. SAP provides Web applications, Web application development platform, tools,

products and services, value-added network services, for example, online financial services via

electronic means accessible through several web sites, which include, but are not limited to the

following websites: http://wwvv.sap.com. Each of SAP’s products and services enable Web

applications, for example, Web banking applications and other Web financial transactional

features, which are exemplified, in part, by screenshots of their opening screen which displays the

various value-added network services over the Web ofthe inventions of the Asserted Patent, such

as paying bills, transfer funds between accounts, and many, many more.

140. As reflected in the screenshots, each of SAP’s and its customers’ on-line (for

example, financial system) provides a plurality of value added network services over the Web,

applications displayed on a Web browser, for rendering value-added network services, for

example, financial services, practicing the claimed inventions. For example, a user of SAP’s

system may choose to transfer assets between checking and savings accounts, or transfer assets to

third-parties by using the application displayed on a Web browser/Web page.

141. SAP makes outside the USA, uses and sells for importation into the United States,

imports into the United States, and/or sells within the United States after importation, inter alia, at

least SAP HANA, Business Suite, and its associated programs,-and Web application products and

services, which comprise the claimed inventions and operates without authority one or more
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apparatus, reflected in at least the websites cited above, wherein the first computer system

offering the value-added network service comprising access to employee payroll information over

the Web.

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘340 PATENT BY IBM, SAP AND EACH OF THE
PROPGSED RESPONDENTS

142. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam incorporates and re-alleges paragraphs 1-117.

l43. Upon information and belief, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents has

directly infringed and contributorily infringed and induced infiingement and is continuing to

infringe, contributorily infringe and induce infringement of one or more claims of the ‘340 Patent

by making outside the USA, selling for importation into the United States, importing into the

United States, and/or selling within the United States after importation, and operating without

authority oneor more apparatus or a real-time on-line two-way transaction system, reflected in the

websites cited above, and specifically, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents infringed

and infringes, because (i) it operated and continues to operate IoT devices, Web applications

displayed on a Web browser and software made outside the USA, sold for importation into the

United States, imported into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after

importation including, but not limited to,-those maintained on servers located in, or outside the

USA and/or accessible from the United States under the IBM’s/SAP’s/each of the Proposed

Respondents’ control that, as reflected in the website, inter alia, provide apparatus or a real-time

on-line two-way transaction system, wherein the system comprising:

a first server comprising memory and a processor;

a context manager executing on the first server supporting a first web page on the World Wide

Web, the context manager allowing access by a user from a multi-media device through a Web

application to a plurality of possible Web transactions fi'on1a plurality of Web merchants;
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a user transaction manager in the Web application allowing the user to enter into a first _

transaction using a second web page; '

an account settling manager in the Web application allowing the user to communicate with a 

payment program running on a second sen/er remote from the first server, wherein the user can

settle an account relating to the first transaction;

a switching component in the Web application that temporarily switches the user from the first

sewer to the second server to allow settling of the account, wherein the user directly communicates

with the payment program on the second server via an object router, the object-router allowing the

user to perform a real-time transaction from the Web application with at least one of the Web

merchants while providing interaction and management between the first and second servers; and

wherein, (i) the switching component in the Web application switches the user back from the

second server to the first server when the account is settled; (ii) the context manager also provides

web advertising; (iii) the system, further comprising a routine in the Web application that redirects

a user to a web page supported by a Web merchant running on a third server that offers additional

possible Web transactions not visible on a web page on the firstserver; (iv) the system, further

comprising a component in the Web application that monitors statistics and provides information

about a_Web merchant based on past Web transactions from at least one Web application by that

Web merchant; (v) the system, fl.1I'lll'16I'comprising a component in the Web application that

monitors statistics and provides information about a user based on past Web transactions from at

least one Web application by that user; (vi) the system wherein the user transaction manager allows

the user to enter into a second Web transaction from at least one Web application on a third web

page, and wherein the user simultaneously settles the account for both the first and second Web

transactions from at least one Web application; (vii) the system, further comprising a merchandise
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manager in a Web’application tracking a particular category of merchandise for a particular Web

user, the merchandise manager sending a message to a Web user when the particular category of

merchandise is available; (viii) the system wherein the second web page contains a link to at least

one other Web page.

144. Upon information and belief, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents has

directly infringed and is continuing to infringe one or more claims of the ‘340 Patent by making

outside the USA, selling forimportation into the United States, importing into the United States,

and/or selling within the United States after importation and operating without authority one or

more apparatus or a real-time on-line two-way transaction system, reflected in the websites cited

above, and specifically, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents infringed and infringes,

because (i) it operated and continues to operate IoT devices, Web applications displayed on a Web

browser and software made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported

into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after importation and software

including, but not limited to, those maintained on servers located in, or outside the USA and/or

accessible from the United States under the IBM’s/SAP’s/eachof the Proposed Respondents’

control that, as reflected in the website, inter alia, provide apparatus or a system for purchasing a

vehicle on the World Wide Web, wherein the system comprising; ' '

a first server comprising memory and a processor;

a transaction manager system in a Web applicationrunning on the first server presenting a first

web page on the World Wide Web allowing a buyer to choose a category of vehicle;

a merchandise presentation system in the Web application for presenting a plurality of vehicles for

sale in the category on a second web page; '
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a switching component in the Web application providing content to the buyer from a financing

service, the content being located on a server remote from the first server, the switching component

in the Web application routing a quote from the financing service to the buyer in real-time, the

buyer directly communicating from a user device to the financing service;

a sales component in the Web application allowing the buyer to purchase the particular vehicle

from the seller and obtain financing from the financing service in a real-time transaction; and

a communications component that includes an object router allowing the buyer to perform the real

time transaction from the Web application, while providing interaction and management between

the first server and the remote server; and further wherein, (i) the fmancing service from a Web

application provides real-time online approval over a service network atop the Web for the

financing; (ii) the system further wherein the switching component in a Web application provides

the financing service with information concerning the buyer; (iii) the system further comprising a

component in the Web application that monitors statistics and provides infonnation about a Web

merchant based on past Web transactions from at least one Web application by that Web merchant;

(iv) the system further comprising a component in a Web application that monitors statistics and

provides information about a user based on past Web transactions from at least one Web

application by that user; (v) the system, wherein the third web page contains a link to at least one

other web page. .

145. _Upon infonnation and belief, IBM,4SAPand each of the Proposed Respondents has

directly infringed or contributorily infiinged or induced infringement and is continuing to infringe

one or more claims of the ‘340 Patent by making outside the USA; selling for importation into the

United States, importing into the United States, and/or selling within the United States after

importation and operating without authority one or more apparatus or a real-timeon-line two-way
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transaction system, reflected in the websites cited above, and specifically, IBM, SAP and each of

the Proposed Respondents infringed and infringes, because (i) it operated and continues to operate

loT devices, Web applications displayed on a Web browser and software made outside the USA,

sold for importation into the United States, imported into the United States, and/or sold within the

United States after importation and Web applications and software including, but not limited to,

those maintained on servers located in, or outside the USA and/or accessible from the United

States under the United States/IBM’s/SAP’s/each of the Proposed Respondents’ control that, as

reflected in the.website, inter alia, provide apparatus or a system for creating an online Web

merchant, wherein the system comprising: 

a first sewer comprising memory and a processor; 

a content manager running on the first web server presenting a web page on the World Wide Web

and allowing a user to choose a category of services in a Web application on the web page from a

plurality of categories, the content manager also allowing a Web merchant to present a plurality of

merchandise selections on a Web merchant web page, wherein the merchandise selections belong

to at least one of said categories, the -content manager also allowing a user to select one of the

categories and switching the user to the merchant web page upon selection of a particular category

from the Web application; ~ c _

a transaction manager in the Web application allowing the user to enter into a real-time Web

transaction with the Web merchant with respect to a first particular piece of merchandise, wherein

the transaction manager switches the user to content from a web page provided by a transaction

settlement service running on a second server remote fiom the first server, wherein the user can

settle the Web transaction in real-time, and wherein the user directly communicates from a user

device to the transaction settlement service; and
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an object router ‘module that allows the user to perform the real-time Web transaction from the

Web application with the Web merchant, while providing interaction and management between

the first server and the second server; and the system further comprising (i) a module in the Web

application providing information conceming the Web merchant to the Web user; (ii) a module in

the Web application providing information concerning the Web user to the Web merchant; (iii) the

system further wherein an advertisement is placed on the first web page; (iv) the system further

wherein an advertisement is placed on the Web merchant web page; (v) the system further wherein

the transaction manager switches the Web user from a Web transaction from a Web application on

a web page for a single product to the Web merchant web page; (vi) the system wherein the first

web page contains a link to the Web merchant Web page; (vii) the system wherein the content

manager allows the user to select a second category of merchandise and the transaction manager

allows the user to enter into a real-time Web transaction fiom a Web application for a second

particular piece of merchandise different from the first particular piece of merchandise, and

wherein the settlement service allows the user to simultaneously settle an account for both the first

and second particular piece of merchandise; (viii) the system further comprising a merchandise

manager in a Web application for tracking a particular category of merchandise for a particular

Web user, the merchandise manager sending a message to a Web user when the particular category

of merchandise is available. ~

146. Upon information and belief, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents has

directly infringed and is continuing to infiinge one or more claims of the ‘340 Patent by making

outside the USA, selling for importation into the United States, irnporting into the United States,

and/or selling within the United Statesafter importation and operatingwithout authority one or

more apparatus or a real-time on-line two-Way transaction system, reflected in the websites cited
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above, and specifically, IBM, SAP and each of the Proposed Respondents infringed and infringes,

because (i) it operated and continues to operate IoT devices, Web applications displayed on a Web

browser and software made outside the USA, sold for importation into the United States, imported

into the United States, and/or sold within the United States after importation including, but not

limited to, those maintained on servers located in, outside the USA and/or accessible from the

United States under the United States/IBM’s/SAP’s/each of the Proposed Respondents’ control

that, as reflected in the website, inter alia, provide apparatus or a real-time online, two-way

transaction system, operating on the World Wide Web, wherein the system comprising:

a first server comprising memory and a processor; =

a content manager executing on the first server supporting a first web page on the World Wide

Web, the content manager in a Web application on a web page allowing access by a user to a

plurality of possible Web transactions from a plurality of Web merchants;

a user transaction manager allowing the user to enter into a first real-time Web transaction using a

second web page, the user transaction manager in the Web application also allowing the user to

enter into a second real-time Web transaction using a third web page;

an account settling manager in the Web application allowing the user to commtmicate with a

payment programrrunning on a second server remote from the first server, wherein the user can

settle an account relating to the first Web transaction and the second Web transaction

simultaneously; _ 

a switching component in the Web application that temporarily switches theluser from the first

server to the second server to allow settling of the account in real-time, wherein the user

communicates directly from a user device to the payment program; and
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